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Abstract

Imaging of pathological tau with positron emission tomography (PET) has the potential to allow early diagnosis of the
dementias and monitoring of disease progression, including assessment of therapeutic interventions, in vivo. The first
generation of tau PET tracers, including the carbazole flortaucipir and the 2-arylquinolines of the THK series, are now
used in clinical research; however, concerns have been raised about off-target binding and low sensitivity.
With the aim to determine the nature of tau pathology depicted by structurally distinct tau ligands we carried out a
microscopic neuropathological evaluation in post-mortem human brain tissue of cases with primary and secondary
tauopathies. Carbazole and 2-arylquinoline binding was only observed in cases with Alzheimer’s disease and one case
with frontotemporal dementia and parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17 exhibiting a R406W MAPT mutation. In end
stage Alzheimer’s disease cases, fluorescent imaging with the carbazole T726 and the 2-arylquinoline THK-5117 revealed
high inter- and intra-case variability of tracer binding, and this was corroborated by quantitative phosphorimaging with
the PET tracer [18F]THK-5117. Microscopic analysis of the pathological inclusions revealed that the fluorescent tracers
preferentially bind to premature tau aggregates. Whilst T726 binding was limited to neuronal tau, THK-5117 additionally
depicted neuritic tau. Neither tracer depicted tau in pre-symptomatic disease.
Our results highlight limitations of the first generation of tau PET tracers, in particular lack of correlation between
pathological tau load and tracer binding, limited sensitivity to tau in early disease, and high variability in tracer binding
between and within cases. Concerns remain that these limitations may also affect the next generation tracers as they
target the same high affinity binding site. Therefore, it is crucial to assess inter- and intra-subject correlation of tracer
binding with pathological tau load in post-mortem tissue studies, and to rigorously assess novel tau PET tracers before
translation into clinical studies.
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Introduction
Dementia represents one of the most pressing public
health challenges worldwide. A clinical diagnosis of the
underlying disease causing the dementia remains chal-
lenging, particularly at the early stages, and a definite
confirmation is usually only obtained post-mortem
through histopathological examination of the brain.
Approximately 80% of dementia cases are associated

with structural changes of the microtubule associated

protein tau (MAPT), causing defective tau to aggregate in
neurons and glial cells [48]. The shape and distribution of
these inclusions are characteristic for the respective
subtypes of tauopathy. In Alzheimer’s disease, the most
common dementia (50–70% of all clinical diagnoses),
pathological tau load correlates closely with cognitive
decline, suggesting that tau is a suitable biomarker for
monitoring of disease progression [1, 14]. Quantitative as-
sessment of tau pathology in vivo would have significant
implications for medical research and for clinical practice,
as it could potentially improve clinical diagnosis, predict
disease progression, facilitate patient stratification and
provide an outcome measure for putative disease-
modifying interventions.
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The first generation of tau selective ligands for non-
invasive imaging with positron emission tomography (PET)
have recently entered clinical studies. The clinically most
advanced compound [18F]flortaucipir (formerly known as
[18F]AV-1451 or [18F]T807), alongside the derivative
[18F]T808 and the fluorescent analogue T726, belong to the
structural class of carbazoles, whereas the different
compounds of the THK series ([18F]THK-5105, [18F]THK-
5117 and [18F]THK-5351) contain a 2-arylquinoline core.
In patient studies, PET tracers from both compound classes
have been reported to be suitable for staging of Alzheimer’s
disease [30, 39, 40], and for differential diagnosis of Alzhei-
mer’s disease and progressive supranuclear palsy [33, 47].
Some of these findings, in particular tracer binding to pri-
mary tauopathies, remain controversial, and are not
supported by ex vivo studies on post-mortem brain tissue
[13, 16, 22, 23, 29, 31, 37]. Furthermore, the first generation
of tau PET tracers suffer from off-target binding, and in pa-
tient populations, where a signal is obtained, the sensitivity
may be low [3, 36]. Efforts to develop and evaluate the next
generation of tau selective tracers are ongoing [9, 15]. Pilot
PET imaging studies with recently reported compounds,
such as RO6958948, MK-6240 and PI-2620, suggest that
these may have improved sensitivity and specificity for
monitoring tau pathology in vivo. Yet, some, if not all, of
the second generation tau ligands disclosed to-date display
close structural similarities, and have an overlapping bind-
ing site with the first generation tau tracers. This highlights
the importance of elucidating the interplay between the
T808 binding site [50] and tau pathology.
We previously assessed binding of [18F]flortaucipir, a

structural analogue of T808, to human post-mortem
brain tissue from cases with Alzheimer’s disease and
primary tauopathies, and observed a lack of correlation
between PET tracer binding and total pathological tau
load in the frontal and temporal cortices [37]. We also
found evidence for tracer binding to a non-tau binding
site. It has now been confirmed that flortaucipir exhibits
strong off-target binding to monoamine oxidase
isoforms and pigment containing cells, predominantly
expressed in the striatum and the substantia nigra, re-
spectively [15, 23, 46]. A similar off-target binding pro-
file has been demonstrated for the compounds of the
THK series [28, 31]. However, this does not fully explain
the discrepancy between tracer binding and total tau
load in the cortical brain areas.
The macroscopically observed lack of correlation

between [18F]flortaucipir binding and total tau load [37]
prompted us to investigate what tau tracers depict on a
cellular level. With the aim of determining whether this
discrepancy can be attributed to the binding properties
of specific compounds, different compound classes, or
to the tau binding site(s), we carried out a microscopic
neuropathological evaluation in post-mortem human

brain tissue of cases with Alzheimer’s disease, a range of
primary tauopathies and non-demented controls with
and without tau pathology. We used a combination of
histology and nuclear imaging techniques to reveal
ligand–tau interaction in a qualitative as well as in a
quantitative manner. In particular, we aimed to answer
the following questions: 1) what is the nature of tau
pathology that the first generation tau ligands depict in
vivo; 2) do carbazoles and 2-arylquinolines differ in their
binding profiles; 3) is the T808 binding site an appropri-
ate target for the development of tau PET tracers?

Materials and methods
Experimental design
Tau selective ligands were chosen to cover the most
prominent compound classes of the first generation of tau
PET tracers. We included the carbazoles flortaucipir and
T726 as well as the 2-arylquinoline THK-5117, which is
inherently fluorescent. As flortaucipir is not inherently
fluorescent, we used the fluorescent structural analogue
T726. T726 was used for screening purposes in the devel-
opment process of flortaucipir and was shown to target
the same tau binding site as flortaucipir [49]. We carried
out a histopathological evaluation in human post-mortem
brain tissue from neuropathologically well-characterised
cases, selected to cover a range of tauopathies as well as
controls (cf. ‘Case selection’ below). In order to assess the
nature of tau pathology that the different compound clas-
ses depict, we used fluorescence microscopy with T726
and THK-5117 in conjunction with immunofluorescence.
Where further clarification of tau ligand binding was re-
quired (THK-5117 binding to plaque like structures; vide
infra), high resolution autoradiography in conjunction
with immunohistochemistry was carried out. Due to the
high concentration of fluorescent tau ligands needed for
imaging experiments, we corroborated our results using
quantitative phosphorimaging. PET tracer [18F]THK-5117
binding was carried out at nanomolar concentrations that
would be relevant for in vivo imaging.

Case selection
We evaluated tissue from brains donated for research to
the Queen Square Brain Bank for Neurological Disorders,
Institute of Neurology, University College London. All
cases had undergone standard neuropathological assess-
ment and were diagnosed according to standard criteria.
Demographic data are summarised in Table 1, and
additional information on tissue processing can be found
in the Additional file 1: Table S1.
Controls were cases without a clinical history of

dementia, psychiatric or neurological diseases at the
time of brain donation to the Queen Square Brain Bank.
Although not showing any signs of cognitive impairment
at the time of death, control cases can have a
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considerable burden of amyloid and tau pathology (up
to Thal phase 4 and Braak & Braak stage IV, respec-
tively). The control cases included in our study had
absent pathology (CTRL1), or low levels of tau and/or
amyloid pathology (Braak & Braak tau stage I–III and
Thal phase 1–3; CTRL 2–4). All cases with neurodegen-
erative diseases had dementia in life. The selected
Alzheimer’s disease cases showed a high neuropatho-
logical change (CERAD frequent neuritic plaques, Braak
& Braak tau stage VI and Thal phase 5 amyloid plaque
pathology) using the National Institute on Aging-
Alzheimer’s Association guidelines [4, 25, 26, 44]. Diffe-
rential diagnosis of the FTLD-tau cases was carried out
following the criteria described by the consortium for
Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration [8]. The chosen
FTDP-17 cases included exonic MAPT mutation vari-
ants (R406W and Δ280K), and one case with an intronic
10 + 16 MAPT mutation. Brain areas in the disease cases
were selected due to the presence of abundant tau
deposits. Frontal and temporal cortices as well as the
hippocampus were examined in Alzheimer’s disease,
FTDP-17 and control cases. Frontal and temporal corti-
ces were examined in Pick’s disease, frontal cortex and
cerebellum in progressive supranuclear palsy, and frontal
and parietal cortex in corticobasal degeneration. The
frontal area used corresponded to Brodman area 9, the
temporal cortex and hippocampus were taken from the
level of the lateral geniculate body. The choroid plexus
was not attached to the hippocampus. Cerebellum

sections contained cerebellar folia as well as white
matter exhibiting the dentate nuclei. Parietal cortex sam-
ples were taken from the superior parietal lobule.

Immunohistochemistry on flash frozen tissue sections
Immunohistochemistry staining was carried out in flash
frozen tissue on sequential sections to those used for auto-
radiography and fluorescence imaging. Tissue sections
were cryosectioned at 10 μm, mounted on superfrost
microscope slides and post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde
for 30 min. Endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked
using 0.3% hydrogen peroxide in methanol (10 min, room
temperature). Non-specific binding was blocked and tissue
permeabilised, using 10% dried non-fat milk under
addition of 0.3% Triton X-100 (30 min, room
temperature). Tissue sections were incubated with either
AT8 (Thermoscientific, 1:600) or Aβ-XP (Cell Signaling,
1:200) for one hour at room temperature, followed by bio-
tinylated anti-mouse or anti-rabbit IgG (DAKO, 1:200;
30 min), respectively, and avidin-biotin complex (Vector
Laboratories; 30 min). Colour was developed with 3,3′-di-
aminobenzidine and hydrogen peroxide. Counterstaining
was carried out using Mayer’s haematoxylin.
Pathological phosphorylated tau burden was detected

using AT8 immunostaining. AT8 recognises the two
earliest phosphorylation sites on tau and highlights all
levels of neurofibrillary pathology, including intra- and
extracellular tangles, pre-tangles and neuropil threads
[10]. Similarly, the amyloid antibody Aβ-XP detects

Table 1 Demographic Data of Cases Included in the Study

Case Sex AAO AAD Brain Weight (g) Braak Stage Thal Phase ABC Score

CTRL1 F – 68 1330 0 0 A0B0C0

CTRL2 M – 71 1480 I 0 A0B1C0

CTRL3 F – 80 1242 II 0 A0B1C0

CTRL4 M – 89 1448 III 3 A2B2C1

AD1 F 50 66 906 VI 5 A3B3C3

AD2 M 63 73 1269 VI 5 A3B3C3

AD3 M 52 68 1234 VI 5 A3B3C3

AD4 M 63 74 1022 VI 5 A3B3C3

FTDP1a) M 55 66 1208 0 0 A0B0C0

FTDP2b) M 68 74 1048 II 2 A1B1C1

FTDP3c) M 59 66 1399 0 0 A0B0C0

PICK1 M 57 62 1166 III 1 A1B2C1

PICK2 M 54 64 1040 0 3 A2B0C1

PSP1 M 62 74 1580 0 2 A1B0C1

PSP2 F 60 68 1177 0 1 A1B0C1

CBD F 62 69 1100 0 0 A0B0C0

Abbreviations: CTRL, control; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; FTDP, frontotemporal dementia with parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17; PICK, Pick’s disease; PSP,
progressive supranuclear palsy; CBD, corticobasal degeneration; MAPT, microtubule associated protein tau gene locus; M/F, male/female; AAO, age at onset; AAD,
age at death
Genetic variants: a) MAPT R406W; b) MAPT Δ280K; c) MAPT 10 + 16
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several isoforms of amyloid beta, including the patho-
genic species Aβ-42. Moreover, the combination of AT8
(raised in mouse) and Aβ-XP (raised in rabbit) allowed
double immunofluorescence staining to be carried out
[51]. Immunostained slides were scanned on an Aperio
ScanScope slide scanner, producing high resolution
digital histology images. Regions of interest were
extracted using Aperio ImageScope software. Image
quantification was performed using the analysis software
packages ImageJ (version 1.48) [38] and Python (version
3.6.1). Macroinstructions processing of immunohisto-
chemistry images was conducted firstly by random box
generation of 10 squares within a dedicated region of
interest, and secondly by setting thresholds for the 3,3′-
diaminobenzidine chromogen. Tau load was quantified
in adjacent sections to those exposed to [18F]THK-5117,
as percentage of positively stained tissue detected in
regions of interest.

Fluorescence microscopy
Tissue cryosections (10 μm) on superfrost microscope
slides were post-fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for
30 min. Autofluorescence was largely quenched by treat-
ing the sections with sudan black (0.1% in 70% ethanol)
for ten minutes, followed by washing with 30% ethanol
and tris buffered saline containing 0.05% Tween 20.

Fluorescent tau ligand binding studies
Non-specific binding was blocked and tissue permeabi-
lised, using 10% dried non-fat milk under addition of 0.
3% Triton X-100 (30 min, room temperature) [19].
Sections were incubated with either T726 (100 μM) [49]
or THK-5117 (100 μM) [29] for one hour at room
temperature, in a humidified chamber and under exclu-
sion of light. Sections incubated with T726 were
mounted with DAPI-containing fluorescent mounting
medium (Vector Laboratories), and sections with THK-
5117 were incubated with Nissl Neurotrace 640 (Mo-
lecular Probes; 1:100 for 20 min) to highlight neuronal
nuclei within tissue samples.
The use of blocking buffer (composed of milk and Triton

X-100) did not affect the binding of the fluorescent small
molecule tau ligands (control experiments not shown), yet
it helped to reduce auto fluorescence of the basal tissue
extracellular matrix. In addition, comparability of results
obtained from experiments in directly adjacent tissue
sections (AT8 immunohistochemistry, AT8 immunofluo-
rescence and co-staining with a tau ligand, staining with a
tau ligand alone) was ensured. Nuclei markers were se-
lected according to their compatibility with imaging of the
respective tau ligand. Whilst T726 (λex 414 nm; λem
500 nm) was imaged in conjunction with DAPI (λex
358 nm; λem 461 nm), the excitation maxima of DAPI and
THK-5117 (λex 362 nm; λem 510 nm) were too close to

allow for separate micrographs to be taken, and therefore,
the neuronal nuclei marker Nissl Neurotrace 640 (λex
640 nm; λem 660 nm) was used.

Fluorescent immunohistochemical co-staining with tau
tracers
Tissue sections were treated as described above. An
additional blocking step before the addition of milk was
used to reduce endogenous peroxidase activity, using
methanol containing 0.3% hydrogen peroxide. Sections
were incubated with the respective primary antibody,
AT8 (Thermoscientific, 1:600), AT100 (Thermoscientific,
1:500), AT180 (Thermoscientific, 1:500), PHF1 (source:
Peter Davies; 1:500) or Aβ-XP (Cell Signaling, 1:200),
prior to tracer labelling. Incubation with a secondary
biotinylated antibody (either rabbit anti-mouse IgG or
swine anti-rabbit IgG; Dako, 1:200, 30 min) was followed
by treatment with avidin-biotin complex (Vector
Laboratories; 30 min). Tyramine signal amplification
(red or green; 1:200) was used as a substrate for horse-
radish peroxidase. Sections were mounted with either
DAPI-containing fluorescent mounting medium or Nissl
Neurotrace 640, as described above.

Fluorescence imaging
Fluorescence imaging was performed on a Leica epi-
fluorescent microscope. Z-stacks of images were taken
with a 63× oil objective. Fluorescent images were
observed within specific wavelengths for maximal excita-
tion and emission of each fluorophore. Images were
subjected to three-dimensional (3D) deconvolution with
the Leica LASAF image processing software. Deconvolu-
tion parameters used the Blind Method, detecting X, Y
and Z volumes, with 5 iterations of each z-stack in each
fluorescent channel. Using the same software, deconvo-
luted images were subjected to 3D projection processing,
producing the final image of tau tracer and antibody
binding fluorescence, as average 2D projected images of
the original z-stack. Frequencies of fluorescent tau
ligands binding to protein aggregates were semi-
quantitatively recorded as ‘very high’, ‘high’, ‘moderate’,
‘low’, and ‘absent’, relating to pathological tau load
determined by AT8 immunohistochemistry in directly
adjacent tissue sections. Morphological characteristics of
tau inclusions were used to differentiate pre-tangles,
neurofibrillary tangles and ghost tangles. Pre-tangles
were defined by their immature, small, amorphous and
loosely compacted perinuclear structure [45]. Neurofib-
rillary tangles were classified by their larger and more
densely packed mature fibrillar structure that clearly
delineated the cytosolic neuronal compartments. Ghost
tangles cannot reliably be detected by fluorescence
microscopy; they are distinguished from neurofibrillary
tangles by their lack of a nucleus and stainable
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cytoplasm as depicted by haemotoxylin and eosin, or by
reactivity to silver. Both of these staining methods rely
on detection by light microscopy [5]. Given their specific
morphological characteristics, tau aggregates could
clearly be differentiated from lipofuscin pigment
granules, which were observed during fluorescent tracer
imaging (this is pertaining to the comparably long
exposure times required for imaging of T726 and THK-
5117). The lipofuscin triggered fluorescence was not
taken into account during the semi-quantitative assess-
ment of tracer binding to tau pathology.

Synthesis of compounds and radiolabelling
Flortaucipir was synthesised in house following pre-
viously published synthetic routes [43], whilst the fluo-
rescent analogue T726 was obtained through custom
synthesis (AFChemPharm). THK-5117, and the labelling
precursor THK-5119 were kindly provided by Prof N.
Okamura, Department of Pharmacology, Tohoku
University School of Medicine, Japan.
[18F]THK-5117 was prepared as described previously

[29]. Briefly, fluoride-18 was dissolved in 0.5 ml of a so-
lution of potassium carbonate (15 mM) and Kryptofix
(30 mM) in acetonitrile containing 15% water. The mix-
ture was dried under a stream of nitrogen at 90 °C,
followed by azeotropic drying with two subsequent addi-
tions of acetonitrile (0.5 ml). The labelling precursor
THK-5119, dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (2 mg in 0.
5 ml), was added, and the resulting mixture stirred at
110 °C for ten minutes. Hydrochloric acid (3 M, 0.5 ml)
was added, and stirring was continued for five minutes.
The reaction was quenched using sodium hydroxide
(1 M, 1 ml) under cooling (ice bath). The radioactive
product was purified on a semi-preparative Chromolith®
Performance RP-18e column (Merck Millipore; 100 × 4.
6 mm) at a flow rate of 5 ml/min, using a mixture of
water and methanol containing 0.5% trifluoroacetic acid
as mobile phase. Stepwise isocratic elution with 10%
methanol in water for five minutes, followed by 38%
methanol in water for ten minutes allowed isolation of
the radioactive product (retention time 13 min). Refor-
mulation in tris buffered saline (pH 7.4, containing <
10% ethanol) was carried out on a Sep-Pak C18 Plus
Light cartridge (Waters). When starting with approxi-
mately 2 GBq of fluoride-18, [18F]THK-5117 was
obtained with a decay-corrected radiochemical yield
(end of synthesis) of 48% ± 8, with a radiochemical purity
of > 99%, and with a specific activity of 6.3 ± 1.2 GBq/
μmol.

Quantitative phosphorimaging
Thawed and air-dried sections (10 μm) from flash frozen
tissue were post-fixed in methanol (20 min), rehydrated
in tris buffered saline (30 min) and incubated with a

solution of [18F]THK-5117 in tris buffered saline
(2 MBq/ml) for 15 min (1 ml per slide). After
incubation, unbound [18F]THK-5117 was removed by
washing the sections in water (five minutes) and 50%
ethanol (five minutes). Internal standards were prepared
by serial dilution of the [18F]THK-5117 solution that
was used for the incubation of the brain sections.
Brain sections, and internal standards absorbed on
filter paper, were left to air-dry and subsequently ex-
posed to a phosphor screen (BAS-IP MS, GE Health-
care) overnight. Phosphorimaging was performed on a
Typhoon Trio scanner (GE Healthcare), at a reso-
lution of 50 μm.
For blocking studies, sections were rehydrated in tris

buffered saline containing chlorgiline and L-deprenyl
(1 μM each). Incubation with [18F]THK-5117 was
carried out under concomitant addition of different
concentrations of either non-labelled THK-5117 or
flortaucipir.
Phosphor images were analysed using the software

ImageJ (version 1.48) [38]. Quantification of
[18F]THK-5117 binding in manually drawn regions of
interest (mean ± standard deviation in kBq/cm2) was
based on correlation curves generated from the
internal standards.

Nuclear emulsion autoradiography
Sections were treated with [18F]THK-5117 as described
above (Phosphorimaging). After tracer incubation,
the air-dried sections were dipped in nuclear photo-
graphic emulsion K.5 (Ilford; 1:4 dilution in water)
and exposed overnight under exclusion of light.
Slides were washed in phenisol developer (Ilford;
20%, four minutes), acetic acid (1%, two minutes),
hypam fixative solution (Ilford; 20%, four minutes)
and water. Immunohistochemistry was subsequently
performed as described above. The concentration of
the primary antibodies was as follows: AT8 (Ther-
moscientific; 1:100), Aβ-XP (Cell Signalling; 1:100)
and PHF-1 (source: Peter Davies; 1:100). Immuno-
staining controls not subject to silver dipping were
carried out on adjacent tissue sections.
Nuclear emulsion autoradiography photomicrographs

were assessed for accumulation of silver clusters over
entire areas of brain tissue for each case assessed, in-
cluding grey and white matter.

Results
Case characterisation
The human post-mortem brain tissue used for this study
was characterised using immunohistochemistry with the
phospho-tau selective antibody AT8. Control cases had
absent (Braak & Braak stage 0), or mild tau pathology
(Braak & Braak stage I–III) in the medial temporal lobe.
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Alzheimer’s disease cases were classified as Braak &
Braak stage VI and had pronounced tau pathology in the
grey matter accounting for 25–35% of the surface of the
respective flash frozen tissue sections (Fig. 1). In all
Alzheimer’s disease cases, dense neurofibrillary tan-
gles, pre-tangles, as well as a meshwork of neuropil
threads were observed in all brain areas investigated
(Fig. 1a–d). In the FTDP-17 cases, small neurofibril-
lary tangles and abundant threads were identified
(Fig. 1e and Additional file 1: Figure S1). Pick’s dis-
ease cases displayed Pick’s bodies in the cortical areas.
Cases with progressive supranuclear palsy had pre-
tangles, globose tangles, tufted astrocytes and neuropil
threads in the frontal cortex and frequent coiled bod-
ies in the cerebellum. Frequent astrocytic plaques,
globose tangles and coiled bodies were identified in
the case with corticobasal degeneration (Additional
file 1: Figure S1).

Microscopic assessment of the nature of pathology
depicted by tau ligands
In order to assess the binding profiles of tau PET tracers
from distinct compound classes, we carried out fluores-
cence microscopy with the carbazole T726 and the 2-
arylquinoline THK-5117. This revealed tracer binding to
tissue from cases with Alzheimer’s disease (Fig. 2–5)
and the FTDP-17 case with the R406W MAPT muta-
tion (Fig. 6), but not to cases with Pick’s disease,
progressive supranuclear palsy, corticobasal degener-
ation, and FTDP-17 with Δ280K or 10 + 16 MAPT
mutation (Additional file 1: Figure S2). No fluores-
cent tracer binding was observed in the control
cases; although tau inclusions were confirmed in the
medial temporal lobe of control cases CTRL3 and
CTRL4 that had clear signs of pathological aging
(A0B1C0 and A2B2C1, respectively), these were not
depicted by T726 and THK-5117 (Additional file 1:
Figure S3).
In the Alzheimer’s disease cases AD1–AD4, both fluor-

escent tau ligands depicted neurofibrillary tangles, pre-
tangles and neuropil threads (Fig. 2a–o and Fig. 3a–t). On
selected neurofibrillary tangles, we observed fluorescent
ligand binding alongside immunoreactivity with the
phospho-tau specific antibody AT8 (Fig. 2p–s, Fig. 3u–x
and Additional file 1: Figure S4). Overall, the fluorescent
tracers bound to fewer pathological inclusions than were
depicted by antibodies: following semiquantitative assess-
ment of the fluorescence microscopy images, T726
depicted approximately 20–30% of total pathological tau
burden, as determined by AT8 immunohistochemistry,
whereas THK-5117 labelled 50–80% of tau inclusions.
However, both T726 and THK-5117 depicted neurons that
were negative not only for the phospho-tau specific anti-
body AT8 (Fig. 2t and Fig. 3y), but also for antibodies

detecting epitopes that are typically phosphorylated at
later disease stages (AT100, AT180, PHF1) and that are
therefore considered to be markers for mature neurofibril-
lary tangles (Additional file 1: Figure S5).
The fluorescent ligands showed high variability in

depicting tau pathology across Alzheimer’s disease cases,
despite all cases having reached Braak & Braak stage VI
and Thal phase 5. Regional differences in tracer binding
were observed, yet there was no consistency in the bin-
ding pattern of the different compound classes (Fig. 4).
T726 depicted low amounts of neurofibrillary tangles,
pre-tangles and neuropil threads in the hippocampus,
frontal and temporal cortices of case AD1. Similarly, in
the case AD2, only a low percentage of neurofibrillary
tangles was detected, but moderate to high degree of
tracer binding to pre-tangles and threads was observed.
Surprisingly, T726 binding to mature neurofibrillary
tangles was absent in the cases AD3 and AD4. Pre-
tangles and neuropil threads were identified by T726 in
these cases, albeit in low amounts. Using THK-5117 in
the case AD1, very high amounts of neurofibrillary tan-
gles, pre-tangles and neuropil threads were identified in
the three brain areas investigated. In this case, the tau
load depicted by the fluorescent tracer was comparable
to that found by immunohistochemistry with AT8 in the
directly adjacent brain sections. In the case AD2, THK-
5117 only depicted low amounts of tau pathology, com-
pared to those found with AT8. High, and very high,
percentage of neurofibrillary tangles, pre-tangles and
threads was observed throughout brain areas in the
cases AD3 and AD4, respectively.
Only THK-5117 (Fig. 3z), but not T726 (Fig. 2u),

visualised plaque-like structures in the Alzheimer’s
disease cases. Using nuclear emulsion autoradiog-
raphy with [18F]THK-5117, in conjunction with
immunohistochemistry, the nature of these plaque-
like structures was further characterised (Fig. 5).
[18F]THK-5117 binding to neurofibrillary tangles that
were immunoreactive for the phospho-tau specific
antibodies AT8 and PHF1 was observed in all four
Alzheimer’s disease cases (Fig. 5a/b). Additionally, silver
clusters co-localised with dystrophic neurites surrounding
the core of neuritic plaques, following the same distribu-
tion pattern that was detected with the fluorescent tracer
(Fig. 5c–f ). The dense silver deposits surrounded by amyl-
oid, as indicated by Aβ-XP staining (Fig. 5g/h), are likely
to be ghost tangles or the cores of plaques.
Both T726 and THK-5117 bound to tissue from the

FTDP-17 case with the R406W MAPT mutation
(FTDP1), but not to cases with the Δ280K or the 10 + 16
variant (FTDP2/3). In FTDP1 we observed fluorescent
T726 and THK-5117 labelling of a high amount of
neurofibrillary tangles, pre-tangles and neuropil threads
in the hippocampus (Fig. 6a). In the cortical areas, both
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tracers depicted tau inclusions with a lower frequency.
Whereas THK-5117 binding reflected pathological tau
load as determined by AT8, T726 lacked binding to
neurofibrillary tangles in the temporal and frontal
cortices of this case (Fig. 6b).

Quantitative phosphorimaging with [18F]THK-5117
In order to corroborate the high inter- and intra-case vari-
ability of tau tracer binding, as observed with fluorescent
imaging, we carried out quantitative phosphorimaging
with [18F]THK-5117 in disease groups that had shown

fluorescent tracer binding, i.e. Alzheimer’s disease and
FTDP-17, as well as control cases (Fig. 7 and Additional
file 1: Figure S6).
Total [18F]THK-5117 binding (Fig. 7a) in control cases

with and without brain pathology was low, ranging
between 0.6 and 0.9 kBq/cm2 in the three brain areas
investigated. In particular, there was no difference in
tracer binding to the medial temporal lobe of cases with
and without signs of pathological aging, despite existing
pathology in the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex of
the control case CTRL4 (Supporting Fig. 3). The

Fig. 1 Tau immunohistochemistry in Alzheimer’s disease cases. a–f) Representative images from frontal cortex, showing macroscopic AT8
distribution in the Alzheimer’s disease cases AD1–AD4, the FTDP-17 case with a R406W MAPT mutation (FTDP1) and the control
case CTRL4. g–x) Typical microscopic AT8 positive neurofibrillary tau aggregates in frontal cortex, temporal cortex and hippocampus.
Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; FTDP, frontotemporal dementia with parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17; CTRL, control; FC,
frontal cortex; TC, temporal cortex; HP, hippocampus
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Alzheimer’s disease case 1 (AD1) showed strong [18F]THK-
5117 binding in the grey matter of frontal and temporal
cortices as well as in the hippocampus (9.9, 7.8 and 5.
0 kBq/cm2, respectively). AD2 showed a comparably high
total binding in the frontal cortex (10.3 kBq/cm2), but
lower uptake in temporal cortex and hippocampus (3.8 and
1.5 kBq/cm2, respectively). Total binding in tissue
sections of the case AD3 was approximately half of
that observed in AD1, but still delineated well from

control cases (4.1, 5.3 and 2.5 kBq/cm2 in frontal,
temporal cortex and hippocampus, respectively).
Interestingly, the case AD4 showed low [18F]THK-
5117 binding in the frontal cortex (3.2 kBq/cm2), and
particularly low uptake in temporal cortex and
hippocampus (1.3 and 1.4 kBq/cm2, respectively). The
correlation of total tau load, as determined by
immunohistochemistry with the phospho-tau specific
antibody AT8, and total [18F]THK-5117 binding to

Fig. 2 Fluorescence imaging with T726 in Alzheimer’s disease cases and controls. a–o) T726 bound pathology in green, nuclear marker DAPI in
blue; scale bar inset 50 μm. a–d) T726 bound mature tangle structures in individual Alzheimer’s disease cases. f–i) Pre-tangle inclusions bound by
T726. k–n) Neuropil threads bound by T726. e/j/o) Representative images from the control case CTRL4 depict the absence of T726 binding in
control cases. p–s) T726 labelling of an AT8 immunoreactive hippocampal neurofibrillary tangle (Alzheimer’s disease case AD1); T726 in green,
AT8 in red, DAPI in blue; scale bar inset 25 μm. t) Representative image of T726 labelled structures negative for AT8, and AT8 immunodecorated
tangles not labelled with T726 (Alzheimer’s disease case AD1); T726 in green, AT8 in red, DAPI in blue; scale bar inset; 50 μm. u) Representative
immunofluorescence image showing distinct binding patterns of T726 and Aβ-XP to cortical pathology (Alzheimer’s disease case AD1); T726 in
green, Aβ-XP in red, DAPI in blue; scale bar inset 50 μm. Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CTRL, control; NFT, neurofibrillary tangles; PT,
pre-tangles; NT, neuropil threads; FC, frontal cortex; TC, temporal cortex; HP, hippocampus; Aβ, amyloid-beta
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Fig. 3 Fluorescence imaging with THK-5117 in Alzheimer’s disease cases and controls. a–t) THK-5117 bound pathology in green, neuronal nuclear marker,
Nissl Neurotrace 640, in red; scale bar inset 50 μm. a–d) Images showing neurofibrillary tangle structures detected by THK-5117 in individual AD cases. f–i)
Images that present pre-tangles bound by THK-5117. k–n) THK-5117 bound neuropil threads were observed only in distinct regions of each AD case. p–s)
THK-5117 labelling of plaque-like structures in all AD cases in distinct brain regions. e/j/o) Representative images of THK-5117 labelling in the control case
CTRL4 depict the absence of THK-5117 binding to any pathological tau structures. t) THK-5117 binding to plaque-like structures in control tissue. u–x) THK-
5117 fluorescent labelling of a hippocampal neurofibrillary tangle (Alzheimer’s disease case AD1); THK-5117 in green, AT8 in blue, Nissl Neurotrace 640 in
red; scale bar inset 25 μm. y) Representative immunofluorescence image showing THK-5117 labelled structures in absence of AT8 co-staining (Alzheimer’s
disease case AD1); THK-5117 in green, AT8 in blue, Nissl Neurotrace 640 in red; scale bar inset 50 μm. z) Representative image of THK-5117 and Aβ-XP
immunofluorescence showing distinct and co-incidental binding of THK-5117 and amyloid beta to cortical pathology; THK-5117 in green, Aβ-XP in red;
scale bar inset 50 μm. Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; CTRL, control; NFT, neurofibrillary tangles; PT, pre-tangles; NT, neuropil threads; PLS, plaque-
like structures; FC, frontal cortex; TC, temporal cortex; HP, hippocampus; Aβ, amyloid-beta
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the grey matter of all Alzheimer’s disease and control
cases was low (R2 of 0.27; Fig. 7b).
The FTDP-17 case harbouring the R406W mutation

(FTDP1) showed slightly increased [18F]THK-5117
binding in both frontal cortex and hippocampus (1.9 kBq/
cm2) when compared to control cases. FTDP2 with a 10 +
16 mutation showed similar uptake in the frontal cortex
(1.9 kBq/cm2), whereas in the temporal cortex and the
hippocampus of this case as well as in all brain areas of
case FTDP3 (Δ280K mutation) total binding was
comparable to that in controls (< 1.1 kBq/cm2).
In order to probe the specificity of the [18F]THK-5117

binding we carried out blocking studies to determine the
degree of non-specific, as well as off-target binding,
using the frontal cortex of Alzheimer’s disease case AD1
(Fig. 7c). In these experiments, both isoforms of
monoamine oxidases, A and B, were blocked using
chlorgiline and L-deprenyl, respectively, leading to an
overall reduction of [18F]THK-5117 binding from 9.9 to
6.9 kBq/cm2 (30%). Non-specific [18F]THK-5117 binding
was high, and could only be reduced to < 20% of total
binding when the concentration of the blocking agent

exceeded 1000 times the value of the dissociation
constant (Kd of THK-5117 = 5.2 nM). Displacement of
[18F]THK-5117 with flortaucipir was observed in the
micromolar concentration range (40% of total [18F]THK-
5117 binding at a blocking concentration of 1000 x Kd

(AV-1451) = 14.6 nM).

Discussion
Tau ligand binding in the Alzheimer’s disease cases used
in this study did not reflect the high, and coherent, patho-
logical tau load as determined by immunohistochemistry.
Using fluorescent as well as radiolabelled tau ligands, we
observed a large inter- and intra-case variability in tracer
binding, and there was no dominant or consistent uptake
pattern shared by the structurally different compounds. In
contrast, staining with the phospho-tau specific antibody
AT8 confirmed all Alzheimer’s disease cases to be affected
by severe tau pathology (Braak & Braak stage VI) through-
out the brain areas investigated. In life, all cases had been
diagnosed with the sporadic variant, and magnetic
resonance imaging had shown generalised cortical atrophy
typical for late stage disease.

Fig. 4 Frequency of pathology depicted by T726 (blue charts) and THK-5117 (green charts) in Alzheimer’s disease and control cases. Frequencies:
, extremely frequent; , very frequent, , frequent; , infrequent; , absent; as compared to the amount of pathology depicted by the

phospho-tau specific antibody AT8. Abbreviations: AD, Alzheimer’s disease; Ctrl, control cases (averaged tracer uptake in normal and pathologically
aged controls); NFT, neurofibrillary tangles; PT, pre-tangles; NT, neuropil threads; PLS, plaque like structures; FC, frontal cortex; TC, temporal cortex;
HP, hippocampus
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Total [18F]THK-5117 binding to the grey matter of the
Alzheimer’s disease cases ranged from 1.3 to 10.3 kBq/
cm2, and the lower uptake value barely delineated from
that found in control tissue. In particular, one case
(AD2) showed low frequency of tau pathology depicted
by THK-5117 compared to that found in the other
Alzheimer’s disease cases, whereas the cases AD3 and
AD4 appeared to be low-affinity binders for T726. Using
fluorescence microscopy with THK-5117 and T726, we
noted that not only the frequency, but also the type of
the pathological inclusions depicted by the different
compounds varied. Surprisingly, T726 binding to mature
neurofibrillary tangles was only observed in the cases
AD1 and AD2, but not in the cases AD3 and AD4;
THK-5117 depicted neurofibrillary tangles with moder-
ate to high frequency in all cases and brain areas investi-
gated. Both tracers seemed to preferentially depict
premature tau inclusions, such as pre-tangles and neuro-
pil threads. Apart from the case AD2, i.e. the low-affinity

binder for THK-5117, pre-tangles were found consis-
tently throughout cases and brain areas using both
tracers, whilst there were particular brain areas that ex-
hibited a low frequency of threads, such as the frontal
cortex of AD3 and the hippocampus of AD4. Interest-
ingly, the 2-arylquinoline THK-5117 showed preferential
binding to neuritic tau, whereas carbazole T726 binding
was limited to neuronal tau. [18F]THK-5117 binding was
partially displaced by flortaucipir, confirming that the
binding sites for the 2-arylquinoline and the carbazole
overlap. Differences in the binding profile of the two
compound classes may pertain to an additional binding
site found for the 2-arylquinolines [6, 20].
The large variability in T726 and [18/19F]THK-5117

binding to tissue from Alzheimer’s disease cases is
consistent with results from our previous study with
[18F]flortaucipir, which demonstrate a lack of correlation
between tau ligand binding to post-mortem brain tissue
and pathological tau load [37]. PET imaging in patients

Fig. 5 Nuclear emulsion autoradiography with [18F]THK-5117 in the Alzheimer’s disease case AD1. a/b) Silver deposition induced by [18F]THK-5117
binding to tau inclusions co-stained with AT8 and PHF1, respectively. c–f) Neuritic plaques labelled with [18/19F]THK-5117 and co-stained with
AT8. g/h) Neuritic tau labelled with [18F]THK-5117 surrounding plaques visualised with the amyloid beta antibody Aβ-XP. Scale bar insets 100 μm
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Fig. 6 T726 and THK-5117 fluorescent labelling of the FTDP-17 case with a R406W MAPT mutation. a) T726 and THK-75117 binding to the CA1
section of the hippocampus; fluorescent tracers in green, DAPI in blue, Nissl Neurotrace 640 in red; scale bar inset 100 μm. b) Frequencies of tau
pathology depicted by the fluorescent tau ligands as compared to the amount of pathology immunodecorated by the phospho-tau specific
antibody AT8. Frequencies: , extremely frequent; , very frequent, , frequent; , infrequent; , absent. Abbreviations: NFT, neurofibrillary
tangles; PT, pre-tangles; NT, neuropil threads; FC, frontal cortex; TC, temporal cortex; HP, hippocampus; IHC, immunohistochemistry

Fig. 7 Quantitative phosphorimaging with [18F]THK-5117 a) Total binding of [18F]THK-5117 to the grey matter of control and tauopathy cases.
Experiments were carried out in triplicates. b) Correlation of total [18F]THK-5117 binding in the grey matter, as determined by quantitative
phosphorimaging, and tau total load, as determined by AT8 immunohistochemistry in adjacent brain sections. c) [18F]THK-5117 binding to the
frontal cortex of case AD1 under constant inhibition of the monoamine oxidases A and B (using 1 μM chlorgylin and L-deprenyl, respectively)
and with block of tracer binding using increasing concentrations of flortaucipir (circles) or THK-5117 (triangles) ranging from 0.1–10,000 times Kd.
Abbreviations: CTRL, control; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; FTDP, frontotemporal dementia with parkinsonism linked to chromosome 17 (microtubule-
associated protein tau mutation); TB, total binding; FC, frontal cortex; TC, temporal cortex; HP, hippocampus
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with Alzheimer’s disease has shown [18F]flortaucipir
binding to be closely linked to brain areas affected by
neurodegeneration, and tracer uptake to correlate with
the degree of cognitive impairment [17, 32, 34].
However, in some Alzheimer’s disease patients, who
were positively tested for amyloid, [18F]flortaucipir
retention in the cortical areas was found to be low, and
comparable to that observed in age-matched controls.
Other study participants showed highly focal tracer
binding in limited cortical areas [35]. A similar variabi-
lity – despite smaller patient cohorts – was observed
when using PET tracers from the THK series [13, 21].
These studies support the notion that PET tracer
binding is dependent on the strain of tau pathology in
the respective patient [7, 18, 27] and that there may be
populations expressing tau inclusions with a particularly
high, or low, affinity to the first generation tau PET
tracers.
[18F]Flortaucipir binding was recently reported to

correlate with neurofibrillary tangle load, as determined
by PHF1 antibody staining in post-mortem brain tissue
from cases representing the different Braak & Braak stages
(I–VI) [24]. In our hands, neither the structural analogue
T726, nor the 2-arylquinoline THK-5117, depicted tau in-
clusions observed in the control cases with pathology
(Braak & Braak stages II and III). Furthermore, the tau
tracers did not exclusively bind to neurofibrillary tangles,
but predominantly to premature tau inclusions such as
pre-tangles and neuropil threads (vide supra). This is in
contrast to observations made by others, which support
the notion that flortaucipir [22, 31] and THK-5117 [11,
12] primarily depict mature tau inclusions. Methodo-
logical differences, in particular the use of paraffin embed-
ded tissue that requires dewaxing and antigen retrieval
methods before staining, as well as inter-case variability
may explain different interpretations. Given the strong
evidence of our fluorescence microscopy study for tau
tracer binding to both premature and mature inclusions,
we used the phospho-tau specific antibody AT8 to deter-
mine total pathological tau load in the tissue used for this
study, as it detects the earliest phosphorylation sites on
tau, resulting in the development of neurofibrillary struc-
tures. The low sensitivity for tau inclusions in prodromal
disease cases, as reflected by the ratio of pathological tau
depicted by the small molecule ligands to that depicted by
AT8, may preclude detection of disease in vivo at the
earliest stages. Over the course of disease, maturation of
the tau inclusions may affect the accessibility of the bind-
ing site(s) for tau tracers, or the avidity of binding, for in-
stance through gradual changes to the three-dimensional
structure and density of the aggregates.
In this study, we did not observe any fluorescent

tau tracer binding to inclusions predominantly com-
posed of either three- or four-repeat tau isoforms.

However, tau tracer binding was detected in the
FTDP-17 case with a R406W MAPT mutation (case
FTDP1), which produces pathological inclusions that
closely resemble those found in Alzheimer’s disease.
Tau load in the hippocampus of the case FTDP1, as
determined by immunohistochemistry with AT8, was
comparable to that found in the Alzheimer’s disease
cases (ca. 30%), whereas in the cortical areas it was
considerably lower (ca. 15%). This was corroborated
using fluorescence microscopy and nuclear emulsion
autoradiography. The results also reflect findings
from [18F]flortaucipir PET scans in patients with
MAPT mutations that cause tau inclusions with
mixed three- and four-repeat pathology (R406W and
V337 M) [41, 42]. Although overall tau ligand
binding in patients with the R406W and V337 M
variants, as well as in the case included in our study,
was lower than observed in subjects and cases with
Alzheimer’s disease, the distribution pattern differed
in that tracer uptake is highly focal (hippocampus
and surrounding temporal cortex) in the mutation
carriers. Therefore, the first generation tau PET
tracers may be suitable for monitoring disease pro-
gression in patients who carry the mentioned MAPT
mutations; however, further studies are needed to
clarify the specificity of this technique. In particular,
contradictory findings of flortaucipir binding to pa-
tients and cases with MAPT mutations resulting in
predominantly four-repeat pathology have been re-
ported [2, 22, 24, 37].
In summary, our results highlight the limitations

of first generation tau ligands, bearing carbazole and
2-arylquinoline core structures, for some clinical ap-
plications. In particular, the high variability of tau
PET tracer binding within and between late-stage
sporadic Alzheimer’s disease, and the relatively low
sensitivity to tau in earliest Braak stages may limit
these tracers’ use for early diagnosis, monitoring of
disease progression or assessment of therapeutic in-
terventions. These limitations may be overcome by
the next generation of tau PET tracers. However, it
remains a concern that several of the newer tracers
also target the T808 binding site, and therefore may
be affected by some of the drawbacks associated
with the first generation tracers. Future studies in
human post-mortem brain tissue are crucial to
address this concern.
Our study highlights the importance of applying a

range of research techniques to the non-clinical
assessment of tau PET tracers. Despite the different
tracer concentrations used for fluorescence and
nuclear tissue imaging, the results obtained with the
different techniques demonstrated the same tracer
binding patterns and could therefore be used to
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obtain complementary information about the nature
of tau pathology depicted by the structurally distinct
tau ligands at the cellular level. Using this unique
combination of nuclear imaging and histological
methods allowed us to qualitatively and quantitatively
assess tracer binding at different levels of resolution.
Importantly, we were able to detect tracer binding
patterns resembling those observed in clinical PET
studies, in particular the high variability in tracer
binding between and within cases and patients, re-
spectively. In the future, novel PET tracers should be
subject to rigorous non-clinical assessment before be-
ing translated into clinical studies.
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